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Microsoft SYNC® Owner's Clinic
Saturday, April 7th 10am-2pm

Come learn about SYNC® and MyFord Touch®. Classes are filling up and are on a first come, first
served basis. RSVP today are wroderick@jannell.com so we can get an accurate head count.

Saturday, April 7th Jannell Ford is hosting its monthly SYNC® Owner's Clinic. This is an open
invitation to anyone who is either interested in this exciting NEW feature or is a current owner of a
vehicle that is equipped with this option. It does not matter if your vehicle was purchased here or not, 
all are invited.

There will be FREE USB flash drives and gift bags given to all attendees. Our specialist will show
you how to load these flash drives and sync them with your car's radio in a private one-on-one
session!

The clinic is held between the hours of 10am and 2pm. Complimentary pastries made by Cardinal
Cushing Center!
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New 2017 Ford Fusion SPORT AWD!
SAVE $8909.00
Save almost $9000 of the purchase of this high-powered ALL WHEEL DRIVE sedan! Astonishing
325hp in this 2.7L EcoBoost® V6 that comes standard with AWD in the Fusion V6 SPORT! Leather
interior, Power Moonroof and rearview camera a just a few of the options you will find inside this
beauty! We have several 2017 model Fusions still in stock with similar savings including Titanium
AWD models. Call or stop by today and speak with a sales associate! 
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Offer ENDS 4/2/18! Dont miss out!
NEW 2017 Ford Fiesta SE Only $13,199.00
Brand New 2017 Ford Fiesta SE. Only 2 left in stock at this price! Offer ends 4/2/18! Yours for only
$13,199.00 that's over $3,661 off MSRP! See a salesperson for details today! 
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Happy Easter from all of us at Jannell Ford

Wishing you a very Happy Easter from all of us here at Jannell Ford! 
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2014 Ford Expedition Limited 4WD! Only 53k miles!
$29,590 for newsletter members!

Newsletter Members.... Only $29,590.00!! 2014 Ford Expedition Limited 4WD in Tuxedo
Black. Appointed with Black LEATHER Heated/Cooled seats inside! V-8 5.4 L POWER! Loaded with
options including Voice-Activated NAVIGATION, Roof Rack, Power MOONROOF, Power Liftgate,
Power Deployable Running Boards, and Power Adjustable Pedals. Priced Thousands below Retail
value!
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6 Best Doughnut Shops in New England
Where to find your next sweet treat in New England

There are countless great doughnut shops all throughout New England, including some that are
considered among the very best in the country. If you’re in the region and on the hunt for a fresh
doughnut, these six shops should satiate your need.

Neil’s Donuts and Bake Shop
(Connecticut)

Named one of Connecticut
Magazine’s “Best of Connecticut
2017,” Neil’s Donuts and Bake
Shop  in Wallingford is as much a
destination for doughnuts lovers
from across the state as it is a local
staple. Neil’s promises more than
30 varieties of freshly made
doughnuts, including everything
from chocolate sprinkles to
jelly-filled. Be sure to grab a coffee
when you stop in, and don’t forget
to load up on Neil’s’ fresh breads
and New York-style bagels.

Frosty’s (Maine)

For more than 50 years, Frosty’s
has been Maine’s go-to for all things doughnut. Originating out of Brunswick, Frosty’s now boasts four
locations throughout the state — including stores in Bath, Freeport and Gardiner — where customers
can enjoy different, delicious takes on blueberry cake doughnuts. If you need your child’s next
birthday party taken care of, Frosty’s will not only provide the doughnuts, but it will also host your
group at one of its four shops.

Kane’s Donuts (Massachusetts)

If you’re willing to eat a few doughnuts without completely ruining your New Year’s resolution, Kane’s
Donuts is able to provide. Kane’s Donuts has been bringing fresh doughnuts, hand-made with
locally-sourced ingredients , to Saugus residents for more than 60 years. With its recent expansion
into Boston through a second location, it stands to become even more beloved among Bostonians. If
you haven’t experienced what The Travel Channel called “donut paradise,” there’s never been a
better time to do so.

Klemm’s Bakery (New Hampshire) 

Klemm’s Bakery in Windham provides just about everything you could possibly want from a bakery —
from quiches and pizza to coffee cakes and cookies, all the way up to ornate wedding cakes. Though
it is a proverbial jack of many trades, Klemm’s Bakery may as well be a master of the art of the
doughnut. With more than 40 different varieties, Klemm’s doughnuts have helped it to earn multiple
“Best of New Hampshire” awards from New Hampshire Magazine.

Knead Doughnuts (Rhode Island)

If you’re looking for the best doughnuts in Providence, you need to get to Knead. Open every day from
8 a.m. to 3 p.m., Knead Doughnuts offers some unique choices, including a spiced chai doughnut,



blood orange-glazed brioche doughnut and spiced pear fritters. If you’re downtown, Knead will deliver
to your office from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday-Friday; on Saturdays and Sundays, Knead offers
flourless options for those looking for a gluten-free option.

Cold Hollow Cider Mill® (Vermont)

One of the things Vermont is best known for is its fresh-pressed apple cider, and few places make it
better than the Cold Hollow Cider Mill® in Waterbury. While its bakery doesn’t promise dozens of
different doughnut varieties like some other places, Cold Hollow’s cider doughnuts are about as good
as any you’ll ever have. Made fresh every day all year ‘round, the Cider Mill’s cider doughnuts can be
bought by the dozen and delivered to your door via expedited shipping.

Grabbing a doughnut and a hot cup of coffee provides the chance to sit down and take things just a
step slower on an otherwise busy day. At these and other fine doughnut shops in the New England
region, you can go at your own pace and indulge yourself as much as you deserve.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Car Care: Spring Cleaning for Your Vehicle
Spring cleaning tips for your vehicle

The temperatures are rising. The birds are singing. The salt covered roads have returned to their
natural charcoal-tinted, cracked selves. In other words, spring has sprung, and you’re probably busier
than a bee spring cleaning every room inside your house and tending to your neglected, winter-beaten
landscape and patio. In your dedication to your cleaning chores, don’t forget to add “spring clean the
car” to your list. Just as your home has weathered the winter months, so has your car, and it, too,
needs a lot of attention, inside and out.

Exterior

Road salt, grime and dirt can eat
away at your vehicle’s pristine paint
job as well as corrode the
undercarriage. Flying debris — like
rocks — that hit your car while
driving can cause tiny nicks in the
exterior, which can grow and cause
rust to form.  According to
AutoTrader.com writer Doug
DeMuro, washing your car and
ridding it of winter’s footprint is
essential.  

A thorough washing does more
than remove these contaminants to
reveal a pretty finish; it protects
your car from ongoing, costly and
unsightly damage. Bust out the
bucket, soap and water for a DIY
wash, drive to your local automated
car wash or patronize a car wash
fundraiser; the method doesn’t really matter as long as your car comes out squeaky clean.

“Once your car is dry, apply wax. A synthetic polymer-based wax will offer you longer-lasting
protection,” advises Matthew C. Keegan, writer for NAPAonline.com.

While you are giving your car a spit shine, be sure use some elbow grease on the tires.

“Because standard car wash cleaner will not get your tires sufficiently clean, use a dedicated tire and
wheel cleaner,” advises Keegan. “Liberally apply the tire cleaner to the outer surface, then use a tire
brush to vigorously scrub back and forth.”

Now is a good time to review the health of your car’s tires and wiper blades, too. Is the tread wearing
unevenly? Are your tires inflated to the manufacturer-recommended psi?

DeMuro advises checking the blades for cracks and wear. Since wiper blades have a productive
lifespan of approximately six months, Keegan recommends replacing your winter-weathered blades
with new ones to take on the demands of spring and summer and again in the fall as part of your
cold-weather car care prep.

Interior

You and your passengers probably tracked a lot of dirt and salt over the past few months onto your



floor mats and the seats. Keegan says it’s time to fire up the vacuum to rid your interior of crumbs,
dust, dirt and salt. He also recommends you apply a “foaming fabric and upholstery cleaner” to your
cloth seats and to refer to your vehicle’s manual for instructions on how to clean and revitalize wood
and leather materials.

Under the hood

Your car’s engine worked overtime getting you through winter and as a result is suffering from
depleted resources. DeMuro recommends checking that your coolant is at its proper level as well as
doing a review of your engine’s belts and hoses to make sure nothing is cracked, loose or broken. If
you’re unsure what to look for, DeMuro advises taking it in for a service check, and while you’re at the
shop, “ask for a quick suspension and alignment check.”

With these tips, your car will be ready to take on warmer temperatures and the demands of spring.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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5 Backlist Titles You Need to Check Out
It’s not too late to read up on these incredible backlist titles

Reading books is good for the soul, heart and body. If you plan to make 2018 your year of great
reads, consider adding the following titles to your must-read list. Although the books listed below
aren’t current or new releases, these backlist titles are definitely worthy of attention. Upon release,
they garnered impressive reviews and some are written by today’s most stellar writers.

“This is the Story of a Happy
Marriage” by Ann Patchett

Ann Patchett is one of today’s most
celebrated contemporary authors.
Her most recent novel,
“Commonwealth,” was released in
2016 and earned several honors
including Oprah’s Favorite Book,
New York Times Best Book and
Time Magazine Top 10 Selection.
Why not go back a little further in
time to 2011 and check out her
collection of essays in “This is the
Story of a Happy Marriage”? This
book weaves literature, memoir and
Patchett’s incredible writing into a
not-to-miss experience.

“Tiny Beautiful Things” by
Cheryl Strayed

Before Cheryl Strayed captivated the literary world with her memoir “Wild,” which was also turned into
a film starring Reese Witherspoon, Strayed released “Tiny Beautiful Things” in 2012. This collection of
her advice columns, which she penned under Dear Sugar, will give you new perspective on truth, life
and humor.

“Everything I Never Told You” by Celeste Ng

Celeste Ng’s current title “Little Fires Everywhere” has spent many weeks on the New York Times’
Bestseller list, proving that her storytelling talents are remarkable and that she is a formidable author.
To experience more of her literary greatness, check out her debut novel “Everything I Never Told
You,” which upon release also became a bestseller across the globe. “Everything I Never Told You”
centers on a Chinese American family forced to deal with unbelievable tragedy, cultural differences
and what it means to love those closest to you.

“The Ocean at the End of the Lane” by Neil Gaiman

New York Times bestselling author, prolific writer and imaginative genius Neil Gaiman can and does
transfix readers of all ages with his stories. His novel, “The Ocean at the End of the Lane,” is his
second book designed for adults, and it is a must-read. As with most Gaiman creations it is difficult to
summarize, but as his signature storytelling style dictates, you will be mesmerized, bewitched and
taken on an adventure like no other when you dive into the pages of this magical tale.

“A Visit from the Goon Squad” by Jennifer Egan

Jennifer Egan’s Pulitzer-Prize winning novel, “A Visit from the Goon Squad,” examines what it takes



to redeem one’s self from self-destructive patterns. Her main character, Bennie, is definitely flawed,
but Egan adeptly weaves a passionate, musically-infused story through Bennie and his cast of
eccentric supporting characters. In addition to earning the Pulitzer, Egan’s work of literary fiction was
named the National Book Critics Circle Award winner and became a national bestseller.

Crush your reading goals this year by checking out one of these highly reviewed, award-winning and
notable books.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Healthy Late-Night Snacks
Enjoy tasty snacks before bedtime while maintaining a trim
waistline

A major challenge of dieting is to lower your caloric intake while increasing your energy expenditure.
While burning off calories is a crucial step to achieving any fitness goal, it can also leave you hungry.
Here are 10 low-fat snacks that will help stave off hunger while keeping you on track with your diet,
particularly when those late-night munchies hit.

Soup

Toby Amidor, M.S., R.D., C.D.N.,
contributor to the “Healthy Eats”
column on Foodnetwork.com,
recommends a cup of broth-based
or minestrone soup. Avoid
cream-based soups, however,
since these tend to be higher in
calories and saturated fat.

Popcorn

Erica Kannall with Livestrong.com
suggests popcorn as a crunchy,
low-calorie snack before bed. It has
only 31 calories per cup, without
butter. Opt for black pepper, garlic
powder or other dried seasonings
to add flavor while keeping the
calorie count low.

Oats

For a perfect bedtime snack that is satisfying as well as sleep-inducing, Holley Johnson Grainger with
CookingLight.com recommends oats. This healthy food item contains melatonin, a hormone which
helps regulate your sleep cycle.

Frozen fruit

For a cold, sweet dessert, it might be tempting to dig into a pint of ice cream. For a low-calorie
alternative, frozen fruits are a rewarding snack. Alexa Erickson, contributor to Gethealthyu.com,
recommends bananas and berries.

Cherries

Refreshingly tart, cherries are another great option for a nighttime snack. Erickson points out that this
fruit is also high in melatonin.

Nuts

Foods high in protein will help you feel full without packing on the pounds. To this end, nuts are a
great option. Grainger recommends almonds, which are high in magnesium and tryptophan to help
your muscles relax and help your body feel sleepy.

Avocado toast



Whole-wheat toast is an easy snack to make late at night. Erickson suggests avocado toast. Mash
half an avocado, then add 1 tablespoon olive oil plus salt and pepper to taste. Spread on the toast and
enjoy.

Raw veggies

For a snack that requires little to no preparation, go with vegetables. Kannall recommends selecting
ones that are high in water and fiber, such as cucumbers, zucchini, carrots, peas and broccoli. Avoid
pairing them with ranch dressing or another high-calorie dip; instead, try hummus for a filling but
healthy option.

Greek yogurt

While some snacks claim to be healthy but are high in sugar, Greek yogurt is an exception. Erickson
advises buying plain yogurt — rather than a flavored version — and adding topping such as honey,
fruit and chocolate chips to lend sweetness while avoiding unhealthy additives such as corn syrup.

Cereal and milk

Amidor recommends milk and cereal as a great late-night snack. Choose whole-grain cereal paired
with fat-free or low-fat milk to curb calories.

With a little forethought and preparation, you can easily incorporate low-calorie snacks into your diet.
Make sure you have one or more of these items on hand for your next late-night food craving.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Ford Fusion
Discover the everyman’s car

The 2018 Ford Fusion is a stylish midsize sedan with great features and value, earning it mass
appeal. With 12 different trims to choose from, customization is a top priority with this popular vehicle.

Design

Ever since its new-generation
redesign, the Ford Fusion has
been a head-turner. The 2018
model comes in 10 different paint
colors, including an electrifying new
blue, making it easy to get just the
one you want. It also comes with
various features that both enhance
appearance and convenience. The
LED headlamps, for instance, are
not just sporty and distinctive, but
also brighter and longer-lasting. On
the Platinum trim, the unique
wheels and extra chrome help it
look the part of a luxury sedan,
while the mesh grille, sporty fog
lights and charcoal-colored wheels
of the Sport models ensure you
never run out of style.

Performance

The 2018 Ford Fusion is powered by four traditional combustion engines and two hybrid powertrains.
The base 2.5-liter four-cylinder engine makes 175 horsepower and 175 lb-ft of torque while the
top-of-the-line Sport gets a 2.7-liter EcoBoost® twin-turbo V6 that makes 325 hp and 350 lb-ft of
torque. The Sport also gets Intelligent All-Wheel Drive (AWD) as well as the same six-speed
automatic that comes standard across the lineup. The hybrid and plug-in hybrid models pair a motor
with a 2.0-liter four-cylinder to make 188 and 195 hp, respectively, while delivering 42 mpg combined.*
In all-electric mode, the plug-in is rated at 94 MPGe and is capable of reaching speeds up to 85
mph.*

Features

The 2018 Ford Fusion is well-equipped no matter the trim level. Even the lowest trim, the Fusion S,
comes with a rearview camera, the SYNC® infotainment system (including voice control) and USB
and auxiliary inputs. Upgrading to the SE gets you a 10-way power-adjustable driver’s seat, rear air
vents and an upgraded six-speaker audio system. At the top of the line, the Platinum level could well
be an entry-level luxury car with dual-zone automatic climate control, leather upholstery and the latest
SYNC® 3 system. The Fusion is also available with a variety of active safety technologies to help you
be more aware of your surroundings, adjust your speed during cruise control, find parking spaces,
help you stay in your lane and even detect frontal collisions and apply the brakes automatically.

The 2018 Ford Fusion has always been an everyman’s car: beautifully designed, but not in an
overstated way; powerful, but not out of control; and well equipped, but with value taking priority over
excess.



*EPA-estimated city/hwy mpg for the model indicated. See fueleconomy.gov for fuel economy of other
engine/transmission combinations. Actual mileage will vary. On plug-in hybrid models and electric
models, fuel economy is stated in MPGe. MPGe is the EPA equivalent measure of gasoline fuel
efficiency for electric mode operation.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Ford Edge
Focus on the things that matter behind the wheel of this SUV

When you’re looking for a family-friendly SUV, you need it to get you from Point A to Point B safely,
efficiently and comfortably. The 2018 Ford Edge channels excellent safety features into a cozy, stylish
ride. Find your family’s best fit with four available trim levels: SE, SEL, Titanium and Sport.

Safety

Ford puts safety first in the Edge.
Standard across all trim levels,
you’ll find passive safety features
to help protect you and your family
in the event of an accident. These
include a Personal Safety
System™, an SOS Post-Crash
Alert System™ and an entire suite
of air bags. To help protect you
ahead of time, the Ford Edge
comes with a Belt-Minder® front
safety belt reminder system and
LATCH (Lower Anchors and
Tethers for Children) safety seats.

Interior

Inside the Edge’s cabin, you’ll find
comfortable materials and
impressive technology, making this
ride a home away from home. The
base trim comes with reclining front cloth bucket seats, while the Titanium trim receives
leather-trimmed Sport bucket seats. Your audio experience will be top-notch on the Titanium trim as
well, with a 12-speaker Sony® sound system. For complete convenience, all Edge models come with
a smart charging USB port and Intelligent Access Cruise Control.

Performance

The 2018 Ford Edge offers two levels of performance, depending on which trim you choose. The
standard powertrain is a twin-scroll 2.0-liter EcoBoost® engine mated to a six-speed SelectShift®
automatic transmission. This powertrain produces 245 horsepower and 275 lb-ft of torque, and earns
an estimated 21 mpg in the city and 29 mpg on the highway.* If you decide to upgrade your
performance, the Sport is equipped with a 2.7-liter V6 EcoBoost® engine, producing 315 horsepower
and 350 lb-ft of torque. Efficiency sacrifices on the Sport, though, with 17 mpg in the city and 24 mpg
on the highway.*

This SUV offers an exceptionally comfortable and convenient commute, all while working to keep you
as safe as possible. For more information about the 2018 Ford Edge, visit your local dealership.

*EPA-estimated city/hwy mpg for the model indicated. See fueleconomy.gov for fuel economy of other
engine/transmission combinations. Actual mileage will vary. On plug-in hybrid models and electric
models, fuel economy is stated in MPGe. MPGe is the EPA equivalent measure of gasoline fuel
efficiency for electric mode operation.
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Declutter Your Home and Make Some Money
Make money and organize your life with these tips

With a new year comes a new you, and for many, that means cleaning unnecessary junk out of their
lives. But as they say, one person’s trash is another’s treasure. In fact, you can actually make money
by cleaning out some of your old belongings. If your closet or drawers are full of clothing you don’t
wear or full of items you don’t use, consider organizing and selling them to make a little extra cash.

Small sections at a time

Tackling the entire household all at
once can be overwhelming, so
choose small sections to make the
project easier to tackle. For
example, spend the first day
cleaning out one of your closets.
Then tackle the kitchen drawers or
your desk. Having small, attainable
goals for decluttering will make it
much easier to accomplish.

Sort first

Once you’ve chosen a space to
organize, begin by taking
everything out and sorting it by
category. Create four piles and
label them: keep, sell, donate and
trash. As you pull items out of your
closet or drawers, add them to the pile you think they belong in. Once you’ve finished sorting, throw
away the trash pile and set aside the donate and sell piles. From there, you can begin to put items in
the keep pile back in your closet.

Choose a place to sell

Once you have a group of items you’re willing to part with, it’s time to choose a place to sell them. If
your neighborhood allows it, you can host a yard sale, but keep in mind there are plenty of digital
options as well, such as the mobile application letgo. The Art of Simple recommends Craigslist as the
easiest and most straightforward way for selling things online. You simply create a listing, post
pictures of your items and wait for a response. Once you receive a response, you can arrange to meet
the person in a public place to sell the item.

Secondhand stores are another great way to sell your unneeded items. Once you gather up the items,
you can take them in and get a quote for how much they’re willing to pay you. However, they might
not take everything, especially items that have been damaged. According to The Art of Simple,
secondhand stores tend to focus on like-new or gently-used items.

If you have some items left over that you just can’t seem to sell, consider donating them to a local
charity. According to Zappos, items like clothing, blankets, books and school supplies are widely
accepted by charity organizations. Donating charity saves you money in the long run, since donations
to nonprofits are considered tax-deductible.

Decluttering your life is a great way to start the year. By sorting your items and selling unneeded
material belongings, you can get a little extra cash lining your pockets.
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Save time and energy with Ford’s EcoSport 
An SUV that delivers rewarding life hacks so you can accomplish
more 

Ford recently unveiled a new advertising campaign that uses the concept of life hacks to showcase
the convenient features of the 2018 EcoSport.

As Cristina Aquino, Ford EcoSport marketing manager, stated, “The all-new Ford EcoSport is a
unique vehicle that is perfect for those who are looking to get the most out of their day. It offers
space-saving convenience, SUV
capability and complete
connectivity.”

The 2018 EcoSport was designed
to accommodate frequent travels,
since spending more time with
friends and family on the road will
mean racking up the miles. Ford
outfitted this SUV with the available
10-speaker and nine-channel B&O
PLAY™ premium audio system by
HARMAN to make visiting your
loved ones more delightful.

The EcoSport also offers a
versatile cabin boasting a variety of
seating and storage options to
assist your volunteering initiatives.
Hauling donated clothes or warm
food to a local shelter has never
been easier than when you do so in the new EcoSport.

New excursions are a breeze in the 2018 EcoSport. Despite its small size, this SUV has a comfortably
roomy interior for both passengers and possessions. A total of 30 storage bins, pockets and hooks
means you can bring all of your gear wherever you go. Just turn on the Intelligent Four-Wheel Drive
function to enjoy off-roading capacity, which complements the energetic 1.0-liter EcoBoost® under the
hood.

The EcoSport will put the fun back into your daily driving. Whether going to and from work or
transporting the kids to and from sports practices, this vehicle includes key technology features that
save energy and time. The SYNC AppLink™ is now compatible with the Ford+Alexa app, enabling
you to access news, shop online and browse music more simply than ever. Later this year the
EcoSport will add the Waze app, which displays real-time traffic and navigation on the vehicle’s
touchscreen.

As the latest advertisements depict, the Ford EcoSport offers life hacks to help streamline your daily
tasks and make any trip more pleasant. Test drive this efficient contemporary offering at a local
dealership today to experience these convenient details firsthand.  

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Ford Motor Co. Expands Educational Program in
Mexico
Ford Driving Dreams Program expands its reach in Mexico

The expansion of the Ford Driving Dreams Program (FDD) in Mexico means more than 1,000 children
will benefit from new books, educational programs and scholarships.

Ford Fund, the charitable entity of Ford Motor Company, in conjunction with United Way Mexico and
the Ford Dealers Civic Committee, will deliver students currently enrolled at Ford school #89 “Ricardo
Flores Magón” with a two-day educational extravaganza. The event will be packed with
learning-based activities, lessons in coding and more. FDD activities will also be available to students
who attend Ford’s public schools in Tlalnepantla de Baz.

Day one activities

Students in grades first through
sixth, about 400 in total, will
participate in lessons celebrating
reading and coding. Plus, they will
enjoy a reading by Ford Civic
Committee executives of the book,
“La Piñata Magica.”

Day two activities

Five hundred students in sixth
grade will take part in an
education-themed pep rally.
Students will have the opportunity
to participate in an essay contest,
“What Drives Your Dreams?” for a
chance to earn a three-year
scholarship funded by United Way
Mexico.

Ford Dealers Civic Committee

Approximately 50 years ago, the Ford Dealers Civic Committee was formed to establish “social
responsibility strategies for Mexico’s most vulnerable communities.” Since its inception, the committee
has opened and operated 193 elementary schools, which serve 80,000 students, as well as “offer[ed]
parental engagement programs and training for more than 5,000 teachers, directors and alumni.” As a
result of its educational endeavors, a total of 1,600,000 students have earned their graduation
diplomas.

Ford’s focus on education

“Helping to make people’s lives better depends in great part on providing students with the tools and
resources to help them succeed. We are proud to bring the Ford Driving Dreams Tour to Mexico and
inspire children to stay in school by giving them access to opportunities, scholarships and resources,”
said Jim Vella, president, Ford Motor Company Fund and Community Services.

With the expansion of the FDD program in Mexico, Ford will have invested approximately $350,000 in
Ford schools and the educational growth of the students attending these schools by providing books,
scholarships, instruction and “motivational activities designed to help students achieve academic



success.”

Overall, the Ford Driving Dreams Tour, established in 2012, has donated approximately $5 million to
aid 100,000 students in Chicago, Florida, California, Indiana, Panama, Puerto Rico and Texas with
educational programs such as literacy, scholarships, parental engagement and college prep.
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